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This study explores the effects of context of learning (formal instruction vs. immersion) on the perception of Spanish lexical stress, in particular, F0 (pitch) peak displacement, in 45 Japanese-speaking advanced learners of Spanish. As such, it compares the perception of Spanish lexical stress by 25 Japanese speaking-learners of Spanish who have had four years of classroom instruction at an at home university in Japan, with 20 who have had five years of immersion in a Spanish speaking country, namely Colombia. Based on the differences between the Spanish (Hualde, 2005; Llisterrri, Marín & Mota, 1995) and the Japanese systems (Morimoto, 1984; Labrune, 2012; Hirayama, 2009; Kubozono, 2011), it is predicted that learners will have difficulty perceiving lexical stress in interrogative contexts: yes/no questions with trisyllabic paroxytone words in final position. For example, the participants will perceive ¿él dijo límite? as ¿él dijo 'limíte'?. This can result in a lexical confusion and interfere with communication.

The participants consisted of 45 advanced Japanese-speaking late learners of Spanish (20 in Bogotá and 25 in Japan). Their ages varied between 22 and 50 years old. A total of 20 native Spanish speakers of Bogotá Spanish acted as the control group. All three groups were required to participate in a stress identification task. Nine sets of 3 syllable accentual minimal triplets with each having an oxytone (e.g., nabidó), a paroxytone (e.g., nabido) and a proparoxytone (e.g., nábido) were used in the stress identification task. The participants listened to the target words in five different contexts: isolation (e.g., medico), final position of yes/no questions (e.g., ¿él dijo límite?), final position in exclamations (e.g., ¡él dijo válido!), non-final position of yes/no questions (e.g., ¿él dijo médico ayer?), in non-final position of exclamations (e.g., ¡él dijo médico ayer!).

The results showed that there was a significant effect of context of learning. Japanese speakers in Japan had a significantly ($p=0.000$) higher error rate than the learners living in Colombia (88% vs. 60% error respectively). These results confirm the findings of previous studies regarding the positive effect of context of learning on L2 speech acquisition (e.g., Kinginger, 2004; Martinez-Arbelaiz and Pereira, 2006). Also, it is confirmed the hypothesis that Japanese-speaking learners use their L1 stress cue (F0) to perceive Spanish lexical stress even in an advanced stage of learning. This study is important because it adds to the body of literature on the effect of context of learning by showing that immersion can also enhance L2 stress perception. Moreover, it has pedagogical implications.
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